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A Journal of the Plague Year
Water-cure Journal
The art journal London
A Journal of the Plague Years
Journal of the Plague Year
Medical Journal of Australia
In the aftermath of World War I, an Englishwoman emigrates to British Columbia where she falls in
love with an Irish trapper who is escaping a past.

Defoe's Journal of the Plague
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First published in 1722, this novel presents a fictionalized version of one man's experience when London
was struck by plague in 1665.

Father Elijah
Defoe's History of the Great Plague in London
In this fast-paced, reflective novel, (the second in a trilogy following Strangers and Sojourners) Michael
O'Brien presents the dramatic tale of a family that finds itself in the path of a totalitarian government.
Set in the near future, the story describes the rise of a police state in North America in which every level
of society is infected with propaganda, confusion and disinformation. Few people are equipped to
recognize what is happening because the culture of the Western world has been deformed by a
widespread undermining of moral absolutes. Against this background, the Delaney family of Swiftcreek,
British Columbia, is struck a severe blow when the father of the family, the editor of a small newspaper
which dares to speak the truth, is arrested by the dreaded Office of Internal Security. His older children
flee into the forest of the northern interior, accompanied by their great-grandfather and an elderly priest,
Father Andrei. Their little brother Arrow also becomes a fugitive as the government seeks to remove any
witnesses, and eradicate all evidence of its ultimate goals. As O'Brien draws together the several strands
of the story into a frightening yet moving climax, he explores the heart of growing darkness in North
America, examining events which have already occurred. The reader will take away from this disturbing
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book a number of urgent questions: Are we living in the decisive moment of history? How dire is our
situation? Do we live in pessimistic dread, or a Christian realism founded on hope? This is a tale about
the victory of the weak over the powerful, courage over terror, good over evil, and, above all, the
triumph of love.

The Works of Daniel Defoe: Journal of the plague year
Michael O'Brien presents a thrilling apocalyptic novel about the condition of the Roman Catholic
Church at the end of time. It explores the state of the modern world, and the strengths and weaknesses of
the contemporary religious scene, by taking his central character, Father Elijah Schäfer, a Carmelite
priest, on a secret mission for the Vatican which embroils him in a series of crises and subterfuges
affecting the ultimate destiny of the Church. Father Elijah is a convert from Judaism, a survivor of the
Holocaust, a man once powerful in Israel. For twenty years he has been "buried in the dark night of
Carmel" on the mountain of the prophet Elijah. The Pope and the Cardinal Secretary of State call him
out of obscurity and give him a task of the highest sensitivity: to penetrate into the inner circles of a man
whom they believe may be the Antichrist. Their purpose: to call the Man of Sin to repentance, and thus
to postpone the great tribulation long enough to preach the Gospel to the whole world. In this richly
textured tale, Father Elijah crosses Europe and the Middle East, moves through the echelons of world
power, meets saints and sinners, presidents, judges, mystics, embattled Catholic journalists, faithful
priests and a conspiracy of traitors within the very House of God. This is an apocalypse in the old
literary sense, but one that was written in the light of Christian revelation.
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California State Journal of Medicine
Recounts Eliot Spitzer's fall from grace from the perspective of his senior advisor and longtime friend,
focusing on the seventeen months prior to the former Governor's revelations that he had patronized
prostitutes while in office.

Plague Journal
In this fifth novel in his series, Children of the Last Days, Michael O’Brien explores the true meaning of
poverty of spirit. Loosely based on the real lives of a number of native North Americans, A Cry of Stone
is the fictional account of the life of a native artist, Rose Wâbos. Abandoned as an infant, Rose is raised
by her grandmother, Oldmary Wâbos, in the remotest regions of the northern Ontario wilderness. The
story covers a period from 1940 to 1973, chronicling Rose’s growth to womanhood, her discovery of
art, her moving out into the world of cities and sophisticated cultural circles. Above all it is the story of a
soul who is granted little of human strengths and resources, yet who strives to love in all circumstances.
As she searches for the ultimate meaning of her life, she changes the lives of many people whom she
meets along the way. O’Brien takes the reader deep into the heart of a “small” person. There he
uncovers the beauty and struggles of a soul who wants only to create, to help others to see what she sees.
The story also explores the complex lies and false images, the ambitions and posturing that dominate
much of contemporary culture, and shows how these have contributed to a loss of our understanding of
the sacredness of each human life. Once again, Michael O’Brien beautifully demonstrates that no matter
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how insignificant a person may be in the world’s eyes, marvels and mysteries are to be found in
everyone. His central character, Rose, is among the despised and rejected of the earth, yet her life bears
witness to the greatness in man, and to his eternal destiny.

Eclipse of the Sun
A journal of the plague year
Plague Journal is Michael O'Brien's third novel in the Children of the Last Days series. The central
character is Nathaniel Delaney, the editor of a small-town newspaper, who is about to face the greatest
crisis of his life. As the novel begins, ominous events are taking place throughout North America, but
little of it surfaces before the public eye. Set in the not-too-distant future, the story describes a nation
that is quietly shifting from a democratic form of government to a form of totalitarianism. Delaney is
one of the few voices left in the media who is willing to speak the whole truth about what is happening,
and as a result the full force of the government is brought against him. Thus, seeking to protect his
children and to salvage what remains of his life, he makes a choice that will alter the future of each
member of his family and many other people. As the story progresses he keeps a journal of observations,
recording the day-by-day escalation of events, and analyzing the motives of his political opponents with
sometimes scathing frankness. More importantly, he begins to keep a "mental record" that develops into
a painful process of self-examination. As his world falls apart, he is compelled to see in greater depth the
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significance of his own assumptions and compromises, his successes and failures. Plague Journal
chronicles the struggle of a thoroughly modern man put to the ultimate spiritual and psychological test, a
man who in losing himself finds himself.

The Works of Daniel Defoe: A journal of the plague year, written by a citizen who
continued all the while in London
Journal of the Plague Year
Wisconsin Journal of Education
Strangers and Sojourners
Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal
British Medical Journal
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A journal of the plague yearA new voyage round the world
A Journal of the Plague Year
A Journal of the Plague Year: being observations or memorials, of the most
remarkable occurrences, as well publick as private, which happened in London
during the last great visitation in 1665. Written by a citizen who continued all the
while in London. Never made publick before. Signed: H. F., i.e. D. Defoe
The Children's journal
The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
The American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children
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Rumors that plague had entered Barcelona's poorest quarter started circulating shortly after the New
Year of 1651, but local officials hesitated to impose a full quarantine on the city. Within months the
number of sick in the pesthouse had swelled to 4,000, and thousands more had fled the city. By the time
the plague abated in September, at least 15,000 Barcelonans had died. This book is a translation of the
1651 journal of Miquel Parets, a Barcelona tanner who set out, like the protagonist of Camus' The
Plague, "to state quite simply what we learn in a time of pestilence." His journal is rich with the details
of life during the epidemic, including accounts of prisoners who escaped from jail by claiming they had
the disease; of priests hearing confessions with a torch held between them and the sick to avoid
contagion; and of people desperately seeking wetnurses for children after their mothers had died. Unlike
other accounts, which depict local authorities as the bulwark of enlightened authority amid a sea of
popular superstition, Parets accuses the local elite of negligence, selfishness, and abuse of authority
during the contagion. His journal is notable both for its non-elite perspective and for its emotional
quality--especially in the moving passage wherein the tanner recounts the death of his wife and three of
their children. Amelang introduces the journal, illustrating the unique place of the work in the plague
literature, and supplies notes and commentaries that clarify the historical context for the contemporary
reader. Also included is a helpful appendix of excerpts from other popular plague texts.

The Quarterly journal of prophecy
The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal
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The Works of Daniel Defoe: A journal of the plague year
From the Peter Neil Issacs collection.

The Church School Journal
Journal of the Plague Year
The Art Journal
WHEN THE WORLD ENDED The Cull swept the world in the early years of the twenty-first century,
killing billions and ending civilisation. Only a fortunate few, blessed with the right blood type, were
spared. In the chaos of the Afterblight, scientists, priests?even armed robbers?may become leaders, or
heroes. Three incredible writers, including the bestselling author of the Shadows of the Apt series
Adrian Tchaikovsky, lead us into the apocalypse. In Malcolm Cross?s Orbital Decay, the team in the
International Space Station watch helplessly as the world is all but wiped out. Exiled from Earth by his
blood-type, astronaut Alvin Burrows must solve the mystery of the ?Pandora? experiment, even as
someone on the station takes to murdering the crew one by one In C. B. Harvey?s Dead Kelly, fugitive
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and convict ?Dead? Kelly McGuire returns from hiding out in the Bush to the lawless city of Melbourne.
McGuire has three jobs to do: to be revenged on his old gangmates, to confront some uncomfortable
truths about his past, and?ultimately?to discover his own terrible destiny In Adrian Tchaikovsky?s The
Bloody Deluge, Katy Lewkowitz and her friend and old tutor Dr. Emil Weber, fleeing the depredations
of the so-called New Teutonic Order, take refuge among the strangely anachronistic survivors at the
monastery of Jasna G½ra in Western Poland. A battle of faith ensues, that could decide the future of
humankind

A journal of the plague-year. To which is added some account of the great fire in
1666, extr. from Evelyn's Memoirs
Central African Journal of Medicine
The Historical Sources of Defoe's Journal of the Plague Year
MasterTexts presents the full text of "A Journal of the Plague Year," by English journalist and novelist
Daniel Defoe (1660-1731). The book highlights an account of the great plague of London, England, in
1664-1665. It was first published in 1722. Defoe describes the daily events in the city during the
outbreak of the bubonic plague.
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A Journal of the Plague Year
A Cry of Stone
In November 2006, Eliot Spitzer was on top of the political world, having won the New York
Governorship by the greatest margin ever—far outdistancing his predecessors Teddy and Franklin
Roosevelt. Sixteen months later, in March 2008, Spitzer resigned from the governorship during a brief
public appearance, and “Client No. 9” entered our vernacular. It was a story imbued with exquisite
irony, and it made news around the world. Journal of the Plague Year is an intimate account of 61 hours,
from the moment on March 9, 2008, when Lloyd Constantine, senior advisor to Spitzer, received a
phone call from Spitzer revealing facts the entire world would learn the next morning, until Spitzer’s
March 12 news conference. It is also an inside account of the 16 tumultuous months of Spitzer’s
administration that preceded the resignation. Told with candor, brutal honesty, and knowledge unique to
the author, this is a story about spectacular achievement, boundless political promise, and a shared
vision for rebuilding a state and the nation, squandered in little more than a year. Constantine gives us
personal insight and understanding into the dramatic implosion of Spitzer’s career. More than a
recounting of one man’s political downfall, it is also the story of male rivalry and a deep and abiding
friendship between two complex men.

Daniel Defoe's Journal of the Plague Year
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A Journal of the Plague Year Written by a Citizen who Continued All the While in
London
Journal of the American Medical Association
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